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Abstract With a strong publishing production, the largest readership in the
Spanish language, and a new generation of publishers already in business, Argentina
will pass a period of economic instability to regain its natural strength, while facing
both the challenges and opportunities of a highly concentrated market. A review of
the five major Spanish language publishing countries will be presented to place the
role of Argentina into a proper context.
Keywords Argentina publishing  Reading habits  Corporate dominant  Spanish
publishers  Latin American publishing  Concentrated markets

Introduction
The research was originated in a presentation prepared for the last Frankfurt
Book Fair, at the Rights Director’s Annual Meeting. Asked to describe the
Argentinean Book Market, as it evolves in the present days, with its major
trends, forces, challenges and strengths, our first task is to understand the
approach itself.
Because of the particularities of the Spanish language market and its
geographic reach, it would be a big mistake to try to analyze any country as
an isolated market. The first barrier that protects (or limits) any book market
in the world is the language, a cultural barrier. In the Spanish area, there is no
such barrier between countries. In other words, to be a publisher in any of the
22 Spanish speaking countries in the world is to permanently have the
potential of publishing for the whole market. This possibility, however
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theoretical, gives any of these individual markets an unavoidable and
permanent reference.
For this reason, before looking at what is going on in the Argentinean book
market, it is necessary to have a quick look at the total Spanish language market,
so as to bring a real context to the table. The publishing industry in the Spanish
language evolved over the last 100 years in the middle of the Atlantic. The
‘‘Iberian’’ Spanish publishers could expand –and sometimes survive– because they
reached Latin America—or just ‘‘America’’ as they call it. And Latin American
publishers developed their markets because they were partners with their Spanish
colleagues. This secular publishing partnership has experienced several cycles and
stages, depending on economics and politics on each side of the ocean.1 Some
publishers are not there any longer, many new ones appear every year, but no one
doubts: ‘‘Iberians’’ and Latin Americans, the two parts of this long Spanish
partnership, have learned many lessons, and are ready now for a new stage of
development. Argentina, along with a few other countries, is and will be a key
player in the coming years.
Let us have a quick look at the basic and updated data of the Latin American side,
assessing its current weight in the total Spanish market, as well as ‘‘organizing’’ the
map around the Latin American ‘‘Big Five’’ –Mexico, Argentina, Colombia, Chile
and Peru–, among which, Argentina is probably the most difficult to understand, but
not necessarily the most difficult for being a publisher. Let us explore the essential
elements.

The Latin American ‘‘Big Five’’ and Spain: The ‘‘Two Halves’’ of the Market
We can estimate the total Spanish language book market to be 7.2 billion US
dollars (that could be seen as a 25 % of the total US market and a 30 % of the
total European market). The 90 % of that Spanish language book market is
represented, roughly half by Spain (46 %) and the other half (45 %) by the Big
Five: Mexico, Argentina, Colombia, Chile, and Peru. The final 9 % sums the
markets of the 14 smaller countries. We are excluding Cuba and Venezuela -the
latter, sadly out of the market since 5–6 years ago-, as well as the US Hispanic
market and Puerto Rico.2

1

An interesting article on this matter is ‘‘Editoriales Españolas en América Latina: un proceso de
internacionalización secular’’, de Marı́a Fernández Moya.

2

Cuba and Venezuela are the two isolated markets in the region, conditioned by their economic rules. In
the case of the US Hispanic market and Puerto Rico, we leave them out of this study, for their very
different market characteristics.
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Source: Book Chambers and Government Statistics from various countries’ publishing industries (see
detailed references on the ‘‘Appendix’’)

This basic distribution of the ‘‘pie’’ is telling a most important story. Publishing
in Spanish has this very big territory, with 470 million native Spanish speakers that
reach over 500 million when added the second language speakers. It is also telling
that, from the business point of view, the today picture shows an equal market share
between Spain and Latin America. However, if when the dynamic data is
considered, to check how these parts of the pie are evolving over time, we find that
the growth rate of the Latin American market in the last decades is faster and bigger
than the Iberian Spanish market. There is a big and real publishing frontier in Latin
America.
Now, taking only the Latin American market, the Big Five represent the 82 %
and the rest is the 18 %. Mexico is by far the bigger, but we must not forget that half
its market belongs to the government (as publisher and consumer).3

3

At the time of this research, the Mexican peso had a stronger exchange rate to the US dollar than the
Argentinean peso, producing some distortion in their relative weights, in favor of the Mexican market.
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Source: Book Chambers and Government Statistics from various countries’ publishing industries (see
detailed references on the ‘‘Appendix’’)

The Latin American ‘‘Big Five’’ account for a total production of 75,000 new
titles per year, 4,000 points of sales (mainly bookstores) and a market revenue of 3.9
billion USD. As we may know, these figures are almost the same as those of the
critical Iberian Spanish market today.
Enough information about the similarities. When we come to the differences,
Spain—even during the long and deep crisis this country endures, has a GDP per
capita of 30,000 USD, three times the average of their Latin American counterparts.
With only 16 % of the population of this group of countries, Spain produces over
one third of their combined GDP. See the following table.
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Comparative economic development
Country

GDP (million usd)
2013–2014

%

%

Population
2014

Spain

1.393.040

Chile

277.199

11

18.006.407

7

15.394

Argentina

609.889

25

43.131.966

18

14.140

Mexico

1.260.915

51

121.005.815

50

10.420

Colombia

378.415

15

47.915.000

20

7.898

Peru

202.350

8

31.151.643

13

6.496

Total big five

2.451.569

243.204.424

100

Total group

3.844.609

36

100

64

%

%

46.507.760

GDP per capita (million usd)
2013–2014

16

84

29.953

Average 10.080

289.712.184

Source: World Bank, International Monetary Fund

On the other hand, if we consider the United Nations’ Index of Human Development
(that measures long and healthy life, knowledge and a decent standard of living), Spain,
Argentina and Chile show what the UN calls a ‘‘Very High Human Development’’ of
0.80–0.87 compared to a ‘‘High Human Development’’ of 0.72–0.76 for Mexico,
Colombia and Peru. The adult literacy index follows the same pattern: around 98 % for
Spain, Argentina and Chile, and around 90–93 % for Mexico, Colombia and Peru.
Finally, regarding the reading population, a crucial measure for the publishing
industry, and the potential of the book readers market, we must check the
educational level of these group of countries (as percentage of people with
secondary and tertiary education), the government expenditure on education (as
percentage of the Gross Domestic Product) and the amount of book readers in the
country. See the chart below, and we find again a similar level between Spain,
Argentina and Chile, with a certain gap compared to Mexico, Colombia and Peru.
Comparative education and reading development
Country

Literacy rates

Education level

Adult
(% aged
15 ?)
2005–2012

Youth
(% aged
15–24)
2005–2012

Secondary
(% of
population)
2003–2012

Tertiary
(% of
population)
2003–2012

Expenditure on
education

Book
reading

(% of GDP)

(% of
population)
2012

2005–2012

Spain

97,70

99,60

100,00

83,00

4,97

63

Argentina

97,90

99,20

90,00

75,00

5,78

70

Chile

98,60

98,90

90,00

71,00

4,10

51

Mexico

93,50

98,50

84,00

28,00

5,27

25

Colombia

93,60

98,20

93,00

45,00

4,49

54

Peru

89,60

97,40

91,00

43,00

2,59

37

Source: UNESCO, OECD, World Bank and Cerlalc
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With these basic comparative data, that explain the overall situation of a relevant
portion of the Spanish language market, and the differences and similarities within
itself, we have the necessary notion of the context where the Argentinean book
market operates. Let us focus, then, in our main topic of research, Argentina.

Argentina: A Market in Permanent Rebirth
Having been a publisher in Argentina for all of my life, I have lived through many
ups and downs, eras of expansion and crisis; always knowing that after one, comes
the next, while our book market kept growing nevertheless, enjoying the biggest and
most solid readership in the continent. What is lacking in other countries, Argentina
has it for granted: strong reading habits.
Argentina is like an opulent, rich and spoiled heir. Free, spontaneous, creative, a rebel
to rules of behavior, bold and passionate, a country where independent achievements are
more valued than collective initiatives, and where, for any decision making, the short
run systematically wins over the long run. At every level, in every industry or
professional endeavor, we must all be ready to change our direction on the spot.
In January 2002 (when a crisis quite bigger than the current one exploded), our
company faced a devaluation of 200 % of the currency. At that moment, our business
model required that all our books were printed in Asia. So our printing costs rose
automatically by 200 %, this means, three times. What did we do? We immediately asked
for the total returns of our books from the market (in February our sales were negative),
for it had instantly become impossible to sell them in Argentina. Then we re-exported as
much as we could to our neighbor countries and, in just 6 months, we developed and
produced a completely new catalogue, printed in Argentina, along with the opening a
totally new channel of stores beyond the book market—a new business model altogether.
We ended that year selling a 15 % more than the year before, calculated in constant USD.
We were not so brilliant. We were Argentinean eternal survivors.
What are we facing today? We are experiencing a transitory self-imprisonment of
the market. Instead of a devaluation of the currency—that impoverishes the economy
but at least helps exports—we have a controlled exchange rate (with an automatic
black market, elegantly called the ‘‘blue dollar’’), all sorts of regulations to restrict
imports, and a high and growing inflation. Our locally printed books are too expensive
to export, while bringing books at better costs from abroad is highly restricted. We
also have huge restrictions and complications to make any foreign payments. They
are not forbidden. They are restricted and delayed, with new regulations. The
immediate macroeconomic reason for all these restrictions is that Argentina has a big
and growing deficit on its balance of payments, so the government needs to restrict the
net ‘‘departure’’ of foreign currency, as much as possible.
How did we get here? Simply stated, by having a series of bad administrations of the
economy… in a country where no one can be fooled. The short term sight, that dominates
decision making in Argentina, complemented with a unique capacity of this country to
survive and quickly recover (abundant natural, industrial and human resources), and a
society that has the highest social mobility, social benefits and expectations of the region
(with excellent public medicine and University, both completely free, that receive
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patients and students from all Latin America) make the perfect conditions for politicians
and economists who test their extravagant models every time they can.
Argentina will overcome this crisis once again, and the International debt will certainly
be paid and/or renegotiated. In fact, all the International economic forecasts, researched by
investors and academics alike, project for Argentina very good numbers for the future:
less than the 4–5 % growth predicted for its neighbors, but a sound 3 % starting in 2016.

The Four Conquests of America
Let’s then think of Argentina as a ‘‘must’’ destination for any publishing venture in
the Spanish language area. As we explained before, we have a ‘‘mid-Atlantic’’
publishing mindset. From Argentina, we look at the Spanish crisis as an exceptional
time of transition, waiting for the moment when we will start doing business there
again. With the same mindset, some Spanish publishers have already started to
invest or reinvest in Argentina by opening their own offices (as recently as June
2014 big Spanish RBA publishers finally opened their Argentinean branch), or by
signing distribution agreements with a new level of commitment.
As literary agent Guillermo Schavelzon puts it: ‘‘This is the fourth Conquest of
America.’’ In fact, it is the fourth historical wave that brings Iberian publishers to
the South American coasts. The first wave goes back to the beginning of the
twentieth century, when the Spanish publishers of that time started the first
important flow of book exports into Latin America; the second wave occurred when
many Republican publishers and booksellers left their homes during or after the
Spanish Civil War (1936–1939) and founded several of the most prestigious
Argentinean publishing houses (Emecé, Sudamericana, Losada, to name the most
well-known); the third one took place during the 1990’s, when all the local major
houses were acquired by Spanish publishers, that expanded their operations during
the years of the overheated Spanish economy (Planeta acquired Emecé and Paidós;
Plaza Janés –Bertelsmann, now Penguin Random House– acquired Sudamericana;
and Ediciones B acquired Javier Vergara, for example); and our present time
(2012–2014), when the long and deep crisis at the Iberian Peninsula is bringing
again publishers seeking the Latin American markets and related buying potential.
This time, in my perception, we have all learned the biggest lesson: we share a
past, a language, a Latin culture. But we are all global citizens exposed to influences
that come from everywhere, as quick as a click on the mouse. Our readers do not
always share interests, not necessarily like the same authors, nor appreciate the same
designs and covers, and especially, do not always use the same words and
expressions! This is where professional publishers have a big task to perform, in a
territory as fascinating and promising as the Spanish speaking world.

The Argentinean Book Market: Facts and Numbers
Before entering our review of data, a brief methodological explanation is needed. The
following analysis is based on the total book market only when dealing with the total
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market size data; the rest of the analysis (market system, other market data, sales by
genre, concentration of the supply) is based on the trade book market, leaving out of
this research the educational, professional, scientific, technical and medical publishing
markets. Secondly, for all the sales and concentration analysis, we worked with the
data of the mayor bookstore chains in Argentina (see ‘‘Appendix’’), corresponding to
the first 6 months of 2014, and using statistical tools, interviews with key players, and
personal knowledge of the market, in order to estimate the annual results.
Argentina has a mature publishing tradition that accounts for a very dynamic
production. However, on the marketing side, and due to the unstable economic
endeavor, it operates with some logistical difficulties. Meanwhile, the online
retailing ‘‘revolution’’ has not really arrived yet, although it is certainly expected to
do so any time in the short-medium term. Amazon has already started selling printed
books with local operations in Brazil and Mexico; they have not yet established an
operation in Argentina.
Starting below, we can look at the basic data of this market.
Argentina market size
A 737 million US dollar book market
30,000 new titles per year
1,000 bookstores, 60 % in Buenos Aires
Average first print runs: 4,500 copies
Average retail price: 16 USD

As seen in the chart above, the main features to highlight are those of the very big
editorial production, the above (international) average first print run, and a current retail
prices that, measured in US dollars, are similar to the main international retail markets.4
Argentina market system
Fixed price; average 48 % discount to retailers
Consignments, not returnable invoices
Average collecting time, 60 days
No VAT on books.
21 % VAT on stationery and non-books
Frequent price increases due to inflation
95 % of the trade is through brick and mortar bookstores

Argentina enjoys a fixed price system, that protects it from high discount channels,
and works mainly with a consignment system (stocks at the bookstores are owned by
the publisher until sales are reported and invoiced; there are no returns in this country),
that helps manage the price increases in a country with historic inflation. Overall, this
is a professional and organized market, although highly concentrated.
4

As the Exchange rate may vary in the short run, this data must be re checked whenever needed.
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Other market data
30 % of the market concentrated in 3 customers: Yenny-El Ateneo, Cúspide, Luongo; the rest,
fragmented
Government purchases 21 % of the market: 80 % literature, 20 % text books
E-book sales: 0.2 % of the market
Printed piracy less in Argentina than the region

The Argentinean government has been an active player since the last 10 years,
buying big print runs from trade publishers and text publishers alike. This important
trend has every reason to continue beyond any political shift, although these
purchases may start to go from printed to digital contents in the near future, for
advantages in costs and distribution.
Finally, piracy of printed books, a nightmare in most Latin American countries,
has a smaller impact in Argentina, due to the better levels of availability of books.
The supply and demand of books operate with a certain equilibrium in this country.
What Do Argentineans Buy in Bookstores?
When you enter a bookstore in Argentina, you will find the best sellers easily and
immediately available, and then, a variety of titles that are arranged all over the
place, from a 15,000 titles in a small store to over 60,000 titles in a big chain store.
Let us see what the actual sales are like by genre and sector within Trade book sales.

Source: Data provided by Bookstore Chains Yenny–El Ateneo and Cuspide
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Always on average, about 60 % of the titles sold, are non-fiction books, then
19 % are fiction books (from commercial to literary, including poetry & theater),
and a 5 % are fiction for young adults and 16 % children books.
However, when it comes to the value of those sales, people spend in this
proportion: 50 % non-fiction titles, 28 % on general fiction, and 9 % on
fiction for young adults (a category growing fast) and 13 % on children
books.
To have a complete idea of the power and potential of the different categories, let
us look at the total copies sold: nonfiction accounts for the 45 % of the total copies
sold, general fiction for the 25 %, young adults a surprising 11 % (less titles sell
more copies), and children books for the 19 %.

Source: Data provided by Bookstore Chains Yenny–El Ateneo and Cuspide

What Size is a Best Seller in Argentina?
Based on a study made with 2014’s data from the top 20 best sellers for each
category (nonfiction, fiction general, fiction for young adults, and children) at the
biggest bookstores, we can estimate the total market sales of best sellers are as
follows:
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Size of a best seller Argentina
Best sellers (based
on the top 20)

Average
copies sold
1 year

Can reach
copies sold
1 year

Average
retail price
USD

Non fiction

60,000

200,000

22.00

Fiction

45,000

100,000

22.00

Ya fiction

25,000

150,000

18.00

Children

25,000

80,000

10.00

As we can see, a non-fiction title has the biggest potential, and also a high retail
price on average. The most popular titles here are books by local gurus on self-help
issues and/or hot political books.
The fiction best seller list includes famous Latin American writers like Isabel
Allende, Mario Vargas Llosa and Julio Cortazar, but also most of the International
commercial fiction, like the world phenomenon ‘‘Fifty Shades of Grey’’, the last
book by Dan Brown, but also Murakami and Khaled Hosseini.
Young adult fiction best seller titles are mainly the International ones, with
John Green at the top, with ‘‘The Fault in our Stars’’, but also James Dashner’s
huge success, ‘‘The Maze Runner’’ saga, as well as those by Suzanne Collins or
Cassandra Clare. Local authors for the young are also reaching the best seller
list, like Marı́a Inés Falconi, Tiffany Caligaris, a very young fantasy writer.
Bloggers, book tubers and fans immensely active on the social media,
are changing completely the way publishers work with and for the young
audiences.
Finally, for the children’s best sellers, there is always ‘‘Gaturro’’, a very popular
cartoon, and recently, a non-book trivia success series called ‘‘Abremente’’, a coedition translated from the French that children (and parents) love.

Players, Concentration and Ownership
The concentration is high at the supply side of the market. The ‘‘Big
Pair’’: Planeta and Penguin-Random-Alfaguara account for the 48 % of the
trade sales, or 44 % of the total copies sold. The next top 20 publishers account
for another 36 % and the final 16 % is represented by 600 medium ? small
publishers.
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Source: Data provided by Bookstore Chains Yenny–El Ateneo and Cuspide

The market concentration has reached this ‘‘two mega players’’ structure right
after the last acquisition in March 2014 by Random House of the trade division of
Santillana, adding a total of 26 trade imprints in Spanish language. Planeta, the other
mega player, owns 30 trade imprints, having recently added Editorial Tusquets, an
icon of the Spanish literary publishing.
However, if we look at the number of titles behind these sales, the share is
quite different. That concentrated 48 % of the business is made with just the
16 % of the items. Then we have another third of the titles sold provided by the
next 20 publishers, and the 52 % of the tiles sold are published by 600 medium
and small companies: As this is a 95 % brick-and-mortar market, it simply
means that all these titles just do not get properly displayed, with the consequent
smaller chance of being found or spotted, and bought. Quite some room for
‘‘long tail’’—on line sales.
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Source: Data provided by Bookstore Chains Yenny–El Ateneo and Cuspide

Decision Making at the Corporate Headquarters: Barriers or Bridges?
If this research had taken place around 1990, the Argentinean book market consisted
in 85 % of local companies, among them a number of very prestigious and
well known publishers like Sudamericana, Emecé, Vergara, Atlántida, Paidós,
among others. In less than 10 years, all these houses were absorbed by Spanish
publishers in their full expansion, who disembarked and started to play as locals
ever since.
Today Planeta, Penguin Random House-Alfaguara, Santillana, Ediciones B,
Océano, Urano, Grupo Anaya, SM, Susaeta and Robin Book are all Spanish local
players, and account for the 55 % of the trade business. Another group of around 30
Spanish companies send and market their books through distributors, taking just a
4 % of the pie: clearly, the ones who risked settling were the winners. In all, the
60 % of the trade book market in Argentina is owned by Spanish companies. The
other 37 % belongs to Argentineans, and a final 3 % is provided from the rest of the
World, mainly the USA.
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Source: Data provided by Bookstore Chains Yenny–El Ateneo and Cuspide

However, this scenario would not be complete if we did not look at the editorial
effort. Here the proportion is just the opposite: Of the 60,000 new titles that were
sold in the market this year, 36,000 (the 60 %) were published by Argentinean
houses, showing a tremendous creative performance, although not such a strong
commercial one.
This ‘‘geographic ownership concentration’’ has, by itself, important consequences. The headquarters of today’s biggest players in the Argentinean market are
in Barcelona or Madrid. Local country managers and their editorial teams must
build a catalogue whose basic strategy is decided at that far away headquarters. At
the biggest houses, this strategy includes the decision of developing a strong list of
local authors and locally developed publishing projects. This is totally reasonable,
predictable, and even admirable, for they promote the local literature and give an
opportunity to many new voices to get published.
Having a closer look at the way this operates, however, we find some interesting
paradoxes as a result of this policy. In most cases, the local catalogue must account
for a certain percentage of the annual ‘‘novedades’’ or new books launched in the
year. To fill the other part of the list (at some companies, this share must be 50/50),
the local Editors in Chief can choose among the many World Spanish rights
acquisitions made in Barcelona and Madrid for all the group (not always decided in
consultation with them).
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Now, let us see what happens. On the one hand, when an Argentinean (or
Mexican, or Chilean, etc.) author is published by one of these Spanish-localized big
houses, he/she has a very rare chance to be distributed in any other country of the
publishing group. Even if it would seem so natural that an author should travel
within the territories of the same publishing group, in fact, it is extremely difficult to
happen. Once published in Argentina, this book will not arrive to bookstores in
Spain, Mexico, nor even Chile or Peru. Because each of these countries must also
fulfill their own local authors’ list, before choosing, for their other half, from the
World rights list bought from international agents and publishers, by their Iberian
publishers.
On the other hand, many of the International authors acquired in Barcelona or
Madrid for the World Spanish territory will neither see their books distributed in
Argentina or the rest of the Latin American countries. Needless to say, the first to
arrive will be the International best sellers and brand-authors. They will be promptly
chosen among that catalogue of rights, for their big sales expectations. But all those
mid-list titles, those new author bets, have just a minor chance to get to Latin
America, for the same reason of the catalogue policy. It would seem that big
international groups produce, paradoxically, more barriers than bridges within their
own distribution areas.
Some other inefficiencies, due to the geographic dominance by the Spanish
publishers, have been disappearing in the last years, although some are still
happening: For example, books ‘‘sent’’ from Spain to their Latin American markets,
without really checking their actual possibilities in Argentina, Mexico or the region,
producing overstocks instead of sales; translations made for Iberian readers, with a
language that can get almost impossible to understand, depending on the subject
matter, style and audiences (young readers and colloquial languages are the most
sensitive). But in general, these lessons are in the process of being learned.

Conclusions, Winners and Learners
Argentina has a strong and vital publishing industry. It belongs to a strategic group
of publishing countries in the Spanish language area, what we call the Latin
American Big Five: Mexico, Argentina, Chile, Colombia and Peru. Together they
are equal in the size of the Iberian Spanish market.
Argentina’s market size is the 23 % of the Big Five, but it publishes the 40 % of
the new titles of the regional group.
This tremendous publishing effort can also be seen when checking the
concentration of the domestic market. Although this concentration is higher today
than ever before, there is room for 600 medium and small Argentinean publishers
that account for the 52 % of the titles sold in 1 year.
The current Spanish crisis, that takes place at the same time when Latin
American countries experience an important period of growth, is forcing some
interesting changes all over the market.
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Agents are aware of the inefficiencies and paradoxes described above, and have
started looking at Argentinean and Mexican independent publishers as new possibilities
for their authors. They are talking again of ‘‘Spanish rights’’, instead of ‘‘Spain rights’’.
There is a new generation of Argentinean publishers, some the second
generation, continuing the family tradition or opening their own new ventures,
some others coming from new backgrounds, seeking professional and international
developments for their houses.
Government’s education policies are committed to provide books (today printed,
tomorrow maybe in digital form) for schools and libraries all over Argentina,
looking for suppliers in the local publishing industry, that would benefit from these
important purchases. All local players trust that these policies will transcend any
given Administration.
The opportunities of a concentrated market are many—and can be a matter of
another research study. They just need what is generally abundant in Argentina:
creativity, boldness, rapid reaction to changing scenarios.
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